Here’s a nifty idea, courtesy of Ron Arnst, Winnipeg, MB. Ron sent a photo of reminder “flags” he’d made for HISTORY MAKER BASEBALL: small enough to fit on the game board, large enough to remind him about conditional/situational qualities that come about during his games.

The grey flags are reminders for qualities assigned to the fictional ball parks of the Baseball America card series. The colored flags can be used for any game, any league.

We recommend printing on 80 to 110 lb card stock, preferably semi-gloss or velvet finish. Then, just trim inside the dotted lines and use as needed!

Here’s how Ron positioned his flags on the game board (photo above). His flag design was rectangular, so as to fit inside the colored box. Our pennant-shaped flags can be “pointed” into the appropriate box, placed to either side.

Anyway, we hope you find these flags to be helpful for play and fun to use!